Giant spin Hall effect (GSHE) has been observed in heavy metal materials such as Ta, Pt, and W, where spins are polarized in the surface plane and perpendicular to the charge current direction [1] [2] [3] . Spins generated in these materials have successfully switched magnets with in-plane magnetic anisotropy (IMA) and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) through spin orbit torque (SOT) mechanism. It is generally accepted that PMA magnets are preferred over IMA magnets in data storage applications owing to their large thermal stability even at ultra-scaled dimensions 4 .
temperature. Raman spectra are measured to confirm the conversion of the bilayer to monolayer WSe2 with the vanishing peak around 308 cm -1 (circled), shown in Fig. 1c . Transfer characteristics of the WSe2 device show a strong hole current branch indicating a successful p-doping from the converted WOx layer on top, in contrast to ambipolar characteristics with much lower hole current typically measured in monolayer WSe2 devices (Fig. 1d compares the characteristics from a pristine monolayer and a converted monolayer after the O2 plasma treatment). To detect the diffused spins with out-of-plane polarization, a PMA FM is a typically used in the non-local valve setup [27] [28] [29] . However, high quality PMA stacks are normally deposited by sputtering that unavoidably damages the underlying graphene due to the highly energetic sputtered particles.
Alternatively, we choose e-beam evaporated Py as the FM contact, which does not damage the underlying graphene. However, this Py FM contact has in-plane magnetic anisotropy. By scanning an out-of-plane magnetic field along the z direction (Bz), the magnetization of the Py spin probe can be gradually pulled out-of-plane, which allows us to probe the chemical potential of the incoming out-of-plane spins. As a result, the non-local voltage changes in a continuous way when the spin probe is operated in the hard-axis, corresponding to the magnetization component along the z direction (mz).
To characterize mz dependence on the applied Bz field, we perform an independent anomalous
Hall effect (AHE) measurement on a Py Hall bar device that has gone through the exact same fabrication processes as the test device depicted in Fig. 1a . In Fig. 2 , the anomalous Hall resistance, RAHE, increases with Bz in both field directions since the magnetization of Py continuously rotates from y (in-plane, easy axis) to z (out-of-plane) direction, indicated by the arrows in the side view of the schematic AHE setup. Clear saturation is observed at large Bz fields (marked as blue regions)
when the magnetization of the Py electrode is completely pulled out of plane and mz reaches its maximum value, i.e. = /| ( )| = ±1. Knowing how the Py probe behaves under the Bz field, we are now able to understand how it probes the chemical potential of the diffused spins in the graphene channel. In the device shown in Fig. 1a , b, when the DC charge current (IDC)
is applied across electrodes 1 and 2, spin current generated in WSe2 through VSHE gets injected into graphene and spins diffuse towards +x direction with chemical potential of the spins exponentially decaying along the graphene channel, as shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 3a .
Averaging technique is applied to enhance the signal to noise. The blue regions show clear saturation in Rnl that can be correlated to the saturation of mz in the FM probe mentioned above.
In fact, the overall behavior of Rnl as a function of Bz (green dots) can be well described by the change of mz component in the FM (black line) that is measured independently through the AHE shown in Fig. 2 . Cartoons presented in Fig. 3a In summary, our experimental measurements and theoretical modeling provide unambiguous evidences that valley locked out-of-plane spins can be electrically generated and accumulated, which sheds light on a possible route to achieve PMA based SOT devices or other novel all-2D spintronic devices that are currently not existing. (3) is FM, green area is monolayer WSe2, and grey area is graphene. c, Raman spectrum measured on green area shows no peak ~ 308 cm -1 (circled) which is responsible for the interlayer interaction. i.e. The peak around 308 cm -1 will only show up when it is not monolayer. d, Typical transfer characteristic of pristine monolayer WSe2 (red). The treated monolayer WSe2 transfer characteristic measured across electrode 1 and 2 (blue).
Figure 2 | Ferromagnet characterization through anomalous Hall effect (AHE).
On the left are the side view and top view of the device where purple area is FM(Py) and yellow areas are contacting NM. Blue and magenta arrows indicate the magnetization of the FM(Py). On the right is the measured AHE which has two blue regions and one white region corresponding to the saturation of mz and the transition in between respectively. 
II. Additional Non-local Measurements on Monolayer WSe2 Devices
Additional data sets of the same non-local measurement on monolayer WSe2 devices described in the main text are shown in Fig. S7 . The top three red plots are obtained when positive charge current is applied while the bottom three blue plots are for negative charge current. In Fig. S7 (d,   f) , linear background is subtracted. 
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III.
Sign of the Measured Non-local Voltage
The finite Berry curvature of the bands allows for valley Hall effect which can be measured electrically based on the device schematic in Fig. S2 . Thus, since < , the non-local voltage measured is < 0.
In analogy, when the magnetization of the magnet is along the -z direction, the non-local potential given the applied perpendicular field, we can minimize the free energy within the macrospin approximation. Since permalloy is a weak magnet, the free energy describing the magnet consists of the external field term (Zeeman) and the demagnetization term accounting for the large shape anisotropy cost for out-of-plane magnetization,
Minimizing the free energy with respect the magnetization orientation
Thus, the non-local voltage depends on the applied perpendicular field as shown in V.
Valley Hall Conductivity
The study of spin-locked valley Hall effect is characterized by the valley Hall conductivity which is defined as[2] 
VI.

Theoretical Model for Calculating Non-local Voltage
Our goal here is to model the non-local voltage measured by the FM/NM electrodes for which we will need to estimate the spatially varying valley chemical potential difference = − ′ .
Here we follow the model in [3] . The scheme here is to divide the device into regions as shown in 
). 
Here, to determine the upper bound of non-local voltage, we have assumed that the magnet is able to sense the chemical potential with unit efficiency. This is true if one of the spins sub-bands in the ferromagnet is full and there is no spin relaxation at the graphene-ferromagnet interface.
However, in a general setting, if none of the spins sub-bands in the ferromagnet is full, the measured non-local voltage is reduced by the polarization efficiency of the detector ferromagnet PD [5] which was determined from experiments on graphene non-local spin valves in [6] 
To summarize, the difference between the actual measured non-local voltage and the theoretical upper bound estimation can be attribute to the quality of the WSe2-graphene interface.
